
   

 

 

I. Call to Order  

II. Opening Roll Call 

III. Approval of the Agenda 

IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from the 6th meeting on October 4th, 2016 (Sent via email) 

V. Guest Speakers 

a. Mike Wojan – ART 2.0 

VI. Community Concerns 

VII. Executive Communications 

VIII. Report of the Speaker 

IX. Representative Reports 

X. Committee Reports 

a. Rules Committee (Report Attached) 

b. Finance Committee 

c. Communications Committee (Report Attached) 

d. Resolutions Committee (Report Attached) 

e. Ethics Committee  

XI. Election and Recall of Members 

a. Appointment of Frank Guzman Jr. as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

b. Appointment of Rohin Patel as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

c. Appointment of Angela Kim as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

d. Appointment of Gabrielle Roth as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

e. Appointment of Evan Friedland as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

f. Appointment of Shreyas Poddar as College of Literature, Science, and the Arts Representative 

XII. New Business 

a. A.R. 6-013: A Resolution to Create a Communications Committee Budget 

b. A.R. 6-014: A Resolution to Stand in Solidarity to Call for Freedom for Justin Cheong 

XIII. Old Business 

a. A.R. 6-012: A Resolution to Set the Fall CSG Election Dates 

XIV. Motions and Other Business 

XV. Announcements and Matters Arising 

XVI. Closing Roll Call 

XVII. Adjournment 

Sixth Assembly – 7th Meeting 

October 11th, 2016 

Agenda 

 



Chair: Katy Culver 

Vice Chair: Seth Schostak 

Committee Report 
 

Committee: Communications 

 

Date/Time/Location of Meeting: 10/5/16 

 

Attendance: Eli Schrayer, Alex Contis, Joe Shea (Ali Rosenblatt had an exam), Tania Haddad 

 

 

Business before the committee (Number & Name): none 

 

 

Notes about discussion: 

-Discussed and finalized CSG Shabbat Dinner, which is set on November 11th 

-Researched the Facebook advertising pricing options 

-Joe said he would talk to Kohlton about finances and Seth is going to start a draft and possibly 

meet with Noah as he has a lot of experience writing legislation 

 

Other things discussed: 

 

 

 

Business being sent back to Assembly + rationale: 

-A Resolution to Create a Communications Committee Budget (AR-000) – Not sure number 

 

 

Business being held in committee + rationale: 

 

 



 

 

 

RULES COMMITTEE REPORT 
10 October 2016 Committee Meeting 

 

Location: the interwebs and CSG couches in the CSG 

lobby 

 

Attendance: Jared Ferguson 

  Husam Alghanem 

  Tucci Jaffe 

  Ramon Martinez 

  David Schaffer 

 

Agenda:  

 I) Resolution A.R. 6-011: A RESOLUTION CALLING FOR AN 
AMENDMENT TO THE ALL-CAMPUS CONSTITUTION TO INCLUDE FIRST-YEAR 

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSEMBLY 

 

 II) Resolution A.R. 6-012: A RESOLUTION TO SET ELECTION DATE 

 

 

Discussions: 

 It was discussed that the proposed amendment wording needed 

to be edited down to sound more succinct and began working on 

ways to do so. We next talked about the concerns in regards 

proposing this amendment in both the substance of the amendment 

itself and its timing.  Then we discussed broader issues 

regarding representation of students. A consensus was reached 

that waiting on passing this resolution (withdrawing it for now) 

and beginning a discussion of more substantive changes regarding 

representation through a constitutional convention over several 

months with broad student and representative input would be 

better way forward. 

 

Action Taken: 

 

As it has been told to the Chair of Rules, A.R. 6-011 will be 

withdrawn. 

 

A.R. 6-012 returned to Assembly as is. 



Committee Report 
 

Committee: Resolutions 

 

Date/Time/Location of Meeting: 10/9/16.  Location: Room G, CSG Offices.   

 

Attendance:   

 Sheema Rehman 

 Josh Martin 

 Blaine Coleman 

 Mozghan Savabieasfahani  

 Samantha Meister 

 

Business before the committee (Number & Name):  

 A.R. 6-010: A Resolution to Promote Green Books 

 

Notes about discussion: 

 N/A 

 

Other things discussed: 

 Discussed Omar Harb’s iClicker Resolution.  Few opinions were referenced.  One being 

that the resolution needs to be referred to finances.  Other issues were that MSU should 

not be listed as a top tier university.  Is there already a UofM sponsored iClicker rental 

program in place?  Has this been discussed with any administrative staff perhaps to 

subsidize the program.  A proper budget needs to be attached that delineates the proper 

amounts allocated.   How does one specify accountability in order to prevent them from 

being stolen.  Who has access to the program and who does not? 

 Author will make necessary edits and present next week.   

 

 

 



October 9th Executive Commissions Summary 
 

Health & Safety: Our events and initiatives aim to break down stigmas and build up health and 

wellness within the student body. The Farmer’s Markets encourage informed food choices; 

Mental Health Day promotes wellbeing and practicing self-care; the upcoming tabling event with 

DPSS hopes to break down the barriers surrounding student and officer interactions.  

 

Diversity & Inclusion: The Diversity and Inclusion Commission meets weekly on Thursdays at 

7 p.m. in the CSG office Conference Room H. We currently have five focuses and have 

brainstormed a plan for each of the five. Our five focuses include: community inclusion series, 

CSG representation, Bicentennial monthly focus, international student involvement, and 

utilization of campus resources. Our first event will take place Noon - 2 p.m. on Wednesday of 

October 12, 2016 at the Diag. We aim to gain participation after this event as well as introduce 

our commission, what our goals are, and how we plan to achieve them. With a larger following, 

D & I plans to position each focus as its own committee within D & I to more effectively achieve 

our goals. Our commission is in the midst of contacting different UM departments and student 

organizations to foster partnerships with our fellow students, faculty, and staff. Ultimately, D & I 

seeks to thrive through collaboration between internal members and members of different student 

organizations and/or UM departments. 

 

Infrastructure: In an effort to make the physical and organizational structures on campus more 

accessible, constructive, and inclusive, the CSG Infrastructure Commission is in the beginning 

stages of learning from Campus leaders to better understand the systems in which we want to 

promote and strengthen. With meetings scheduled to broaden our understanding, resources, and 

networks, our commission is dedicated to bringing equity to our campus systems.  

 

Wolverine Consulting Group: Wolverine Consulting Group is in its initial stages of work, and 

we are grateful for the continued support of the Executive Committee and the Assembly. Much 

of our work thus far has centered on recruiting consultants and getting the word out about our 

existence and availability as a resource to student organizations on campus. We currently meet 

5:00 – 6:00 PM on Mondays, but will likely shift to 6:00 – 7:00 PM in the next few weeks.  

 

Student Organization Funding Commission: In the process of Fall Recruiting. We had 63 

interested in joining and received 33 applications for membership. 16 selected for interviews. We 

are looking to have SOFC committee member events and are in the process of planning a 

bonding event. We are working on initiatives to improve the funding application process and are 

adding a survey to the end of the application. We are polling clubs that apply for large sums of 

funding about process. We’re also creating a cash-flow calculator to embed in website or 

application. 

 



Sustainability: The Sustainability Commission came up with 15 new project and initiative ideas. 

We spent the past week narrowing them down and are now working on for new projects. They 

are solar power outlet project, expanding meatless Monday’s. incentivizing fraternities to recycle 

more during game day, and changing the plastics used around campus to compostable material.  

 

Campus Life: Our commission has successfully organized, defined our objectives, and has 

begun work on these three initiatives: Leadership Minor, Midterm Course Evaluations, and 

Computer Science Accessibility. 

 

Bicentennial: Overall the commission is working well to carry out our initiatives. Three 

members of the commission are finalizing questions to have the chosen students answer in their 

videos. Have also met with the Bicentennial Office's director and communications director to 

coordinate our roll outs. 200 for 200s launch will be this week. From there on, we will be 

focusing on choosing and then planning an event for next semester to engage the student body. 

 

Community & Outreach: The Community and Outreach Commission aims to strengthen 

relations between students and bodies external to the University at the local, state, and 

intercollegiate level through the following initiatives: voter registration, Detroit engagement, 

promoting better off-campus lighting and more affordable housing, organizing a lobbying day, 

creating a Student Advisory Council to the City, and facilitating dialogue with DPSS. The 

commission is organized into three subcommittees: Voice your Vote, Detroit Engagement, and 

Off-Campus Initiatives.  
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ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 6-013 

A RESOLUTION TO CREATE A COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE BUDGET 

WHEREAS, many students utilize social media accounts to learn about various events 

and initiatives taking place on campus; AND 2 

WHEREAS, the CSG Facebook page needs an increased social media presence in 

order to reach and inform more students; AND 4 

WHEREAS, Facebook offers easy-to-use and effective advertising strategies that 

would allow the CSG Facebook page posts to appear on U-M students’ 6 

news feeds based on age, location, and interests; AND 

WHEREAS, Facebook offers a broad range of options regarding the price of each 8 

advertisement starting as low as $5.00, which allows posts to reach an 

estimated 420-1,100 people in the city of Ann Arbor or as high as $30.00 10 

which reaches an estimated 2,800-7,200 people in the city of Ann Arbor; 

AND 12 

WHEREAS,  the content that qualifies to be boosted must be directly related to the 

work of CSG or a CSG sponsored event such as the M Farmer’s Market; 14 

AND  

WHEREAS Student Organizations will have the opportunity to request content to be 16 

publicized on the CSG Facebook page through a Google Form; AND 

WHEREAS, the amount of money allocated per post and the content of the post is up 18 

to the discretion of the Chair and Vice Chair of the Communications 

Committee as well as Executive Communications; THEREFORE BE IT 20 

RESOLVED, that the Communications Committee boost approximately five posts per 

week at a minimum of $5.00 per post for approximately 7 weeks left in 22 

the Fall semester starting from 10/18/16 totaling $175.00, which allocates 

approximately $25.00 to be spent each week. Using this same logic, the 24 

Communications Committee will also boost approximately five posts per 

week at a minimum of $5.00 per post during the Winter semester which 26 

lasts 15 weeks totaling $375.00; AND BE IT FURTHER 

RESOLVED that the establishment of a Communications Committee budget will allow 28 

for the committee to reach and inform a large number of students in a 

more effective way which helps to fulfill the purpose of the committee as 30 
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stated on the CSG website, “…to promote CSG sponsored events to the 

student body”1; AND BE IT FINALLY  32 

RESOLVED that both the Legislative and Executive Discretionary Funds each allocate 

$300.00 towards this initiative totaling $600.00 ($175.00 for Fall term 34 

plus $375.00 for Winter term plus an additional $50.00 to serve as a 

buffer), which will be henceforth be known as the Communications 36 

Committee budget 

     Authors 

 

_______________________________       _______________________________        

Seth Schostak, LSA                    Katy Culver, Engineering           

    

_______________________________        

Joe Shea, Public Policy                    

                        

     

 

    

Attest 

 

______________________________                    _____________________________ 

Tania Haddad, Engineering           Joe Goldberg, LSA 

Speaker of the Assembly           Vice Speaker of the Assembly 

 

 

 

President’s Approval 

 
 

____________________________ 

David Schaferj 

 

 
Presented to the Assembly for First Reads on ___________________________ 

Presented to the Assembly for Second Reads on _________________________ 

 

Yes:  _____ No: _____ Abs: _____ Date: _______________________ 

                                                           
1 https://csg.umich.edu/legislative/committees/ 
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Signature Necessary: ______        Signature Received By _________________: ______ 
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ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 6-014 

RESOLUTION TO STAND IN SOLIDARITY TO CALL FOR FREEDOM FOR JUSTIN 

CHEONG 2 

WHEREAS, Justin was born in 1990 in Macau, China, and his parents named him 

Man Tou Cheong. As a teenager, Man Tou acquired a student visa to 4 

attend high school in the United States. He traveled to Minnesota, where 

he adopted the name Justin, and led a successful high school student 6 

career. His bright mind and artistic talents propelled him to advance and 

graduate from the University of California at Berkeley with a Bachelor of 8 

Arts degree; AND 

WHEREAS, In California, Justin became a student activist and political artist, and a 10 

respected leader with the civil rights organization BAMN, championing 

the defense of public education and building a movement to unite people 12 

against all forms of bigotry and oppression; AND 

WHEREAS, Justin has been married for 5 years to a US citizen, Liana Mulholland, a 14 

graduate of the University of Michigan School of Art & Design, and they 

have made a home together in Detroit MI; AND 16 

WHEREAS  Since moving to Detroit, Justin has established himself as a leader to 

many students and teachers in the Detroit schools. He was a lead 18 

organizer of the teacher sickouts and student walkouts to defend public 

education in Detroit in December 2015, January 2016, he has organized 20 

and led community marches and public tribunals against police brutality, 

and to stop the poisoning of Detroit students with lead and copper 22 

contaminated water in their schools. He has become a familiar face to 

countless students, faculty and community members at the University of 24 

Michigan through his organizing to increase minority enrollment and to 

make the campus open, accessible and a sanctuary campus for immigrant 26 

students; in 2014 Justin went to Ferguson, MO to help organize a march 

and public tribunal with the family of Michael Brown to build the 28 

movement against police brutality. He has also organized students and 

teachers in Washington DC for affirmative action, and attended several 30 

national teachers union conventions to work with teachers across the 

country to defend public education1 AND 32 

WHEREAS Justin’s commitment to civil rights and the advancement of progress in 

our society are exemplary attributes of a model citizen striving to make 34 

                                                           
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTcZs1FO_A8 
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America true to its constitutional principles of freedom and democracy, 

and to make real for all members of our society the right to Life, Liberty 36 

and the Pursuit of Happiness; AND 

WHEREAS On June, 30 2016, Justin was arrested by federal agents and taken to an 38 

immigrant detention facility in Monroe, Michigan. He has been held in 

detention without bond despite the fact that he has no criminal record and 40 

is not suspected of committing any crime; AND 

WHEREAS  Justin is one of 39,000 Chinese immigrants in the United States who are 42 

either in detention centers or are in final removal proceedings for 

indefinite amounts of time because the Chinese government will not 44 

provide the necessary documents for deportation back to China and the 

US government is holding them in immigration limbo.2; AND 46 

WHEREAS  More than 2500 people have signed the petition for “FREEDOM FOR 

JUSTIN CHEONG” and faxed them to Immigration & Customs 48 

Enforcement Director for Detroit, Rebecca Aducci. Signers include 

students, teachers, professors, and community members at UM, Wayne 50 

State University, University of California Berkeley, Detroit Public high 

schools, the city of Detroit, Ann Arbor, Hamtramck in Michigan, Los 52 

Angeles, Berkeley, Oakland, San Francisco in California, Washington 

DC, Ferguson Missouri, New York, and other cities in the US and Britain 54 

where Justin has done civil rights community organizing and others 

where he is known; AND 56 

WHEREAS Notables and organizations in Detroit and Justin’s previous home in the 

Bay Area California have signed the petition to free Justin or issued 58 

statements of support, including the last democratically elected president 

of the Detroit Federation of Teachers, Steve Conn, Teamsters Local 299 60 

president Kevin Moore, interim President of AFSCME Local 207 

Michael Mulholland, DMC CHM Unit Chair Donna Stern, President of 62 

the Detroit Board of Education Herman Davis, 3rd District State 

Representative Wendell Byrd, State Representative Stephanie Chang, 64 

Michigan State Representative Robert Wittenberg, Pastor Kevin Clarke 

of the Springwells Baptist Church in Detroit, Pastor DaRell Andre Reed 66 

from Spirit of Love Church in Detroit, Wayne State University Chapter 

of Students for a Democratic Society, Black Student Union of Lansing 68 

Community College, Noel Gallo from the Oakland, CA City Council, 

                                                           
2 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-deportations-exclusive-
idUSKCN0RB0D020150911 
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Roseann Torres from Oakland Unified School District School Board 70 

Director, Berkeley City Council member Kriss Worthington, United 

Native Americans (Bay Area) and Asian Americans Advancing Justice 72 

Asian Law Caucus, AND; 

WHEREAS Justin has spoken at many Central Student Government meetings, and 74 

contributed to the drafting and advocating for the resolutions proposed by 

BAMN and passed by CSG in April 2016 “to support making UM a 76 

sanctuary campus for Immigrants”(AR5-063B) and “A RESOLUTION 

FOR A DECLARATION FOR THE DEFENSE OF THE DIVERSITY 78 

OF THE UM AS AN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY; IN WORDS 

AND DEEDS, OPPOSE THE CREATION OF A HOSTILE 80 

ENVIRONMENT FOR ANY GROUP OF STUDENTS ON AN 

ETHNIC, NATIONAL, RACIAL, OR RELIGIOUS BASIS; DEFEND 82 

THE SAFETY OF MUSLIM MEMBERS OF OUR CAMPUS 

COMMUNITY AGAINST XENOPHOBIC AND DEMAGOGIC 84 

ATTACKS” (AR5-063A); AND 

WHEREAS Justin has continued his life’s work as a leader for freedom and equality 86 

even under the repressive conditions of detention, connecting other 

detainees with legal representation and inspiring them to fight for their 88 

right to stay in this country. As a result, two of his fellow detainees, from 

Nepal and Pakistan have won bond so they can pursue their asylum cases 90 

free from captivity; AND 

WHEREAS On September 13, Justin was transferred more than five hours away to 92 

the Chippewa County Jail in Sault St. Marie, in the Upper Peninsula of 

Michigan, without notification to his family, lawyers and or friends, 94 

effectively isolating and separating him from close access to his loved 

ones and fellow detainees in Monroe 96 

 THEREFORE BE IT 

RESOLVED,  CSG defends the rights of immigrant and international members of our 98 

campus community to live, work and study free from the threat of 

deportation, free from intimidation, discrimination and racial profiling, 100 

and targeting of any kind; AND BE IT FURTHER 

RESOLVED,  CSG stands in solidarity with the efforts to win freedom from detention 102 

and stop the deportation of civil rights leader Justin Cheong; AND BE IT 

FURTHER 104 
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RESOLVED, CSG call on the University of Michigan to stand on its stated mission as a 

diverse international community, to declare UM a sanctuary campus for 106 

immigrants, and publicly supporting the call to release from detention and 

stop the deportation of Justin Cheong; AND BE IT FINALLY  108 

RESOLVED CSG will forward this resolution to President Schlissel’s office and the 

editorial boards of the Michigan Daily, Detroit Free Press, Detroit News, 110 

MLIVE and other relative media outlets. 

Authors 

_____________________________ 

Keysha Wall, School of Art & Design 

______________________________ 

Sandhya Medapuram, LS&A 

_____________________________ 

Lauren Kay, LS&A 

_______________________________         

Joe Ambrose, Ford School of Public Policy                      

     

 

    

Attest 

 

______________________________                    _____________________________ 

Tania Haddad, Engineering           Joe Goldberg, LSA 

Speaker of the Assembly           Vice Speaker of the Assembly 

 

 

 

President’s Approval 

 
 

____________________________ 

David Schafer 
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Presented to the Assembly for First Reads on ___________________________ 

Presented to the Assembly for Second Reads on _________________________ 

 

Yes:  _____ No: _____ Abs: _____ Date: _______________________ 

Signature Necessary: ______        Signature Received By _________________: ______ 
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ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 6-012 

A RESOLUTION TO SET THE FALL CSG ELECTION DATES 

WHEREAS, The Student General Counsel shall recommend to the Assembly the dates 

on which to schedule the elections; AND 2 

WHEREAS, The Assembly shall schedule an election in November that lasts two 

consecutive weekdays occurring no earlier than five weeks before the last 4 

day of classes for the semester; AND 

WHEREAS, the last day of classes for the Fall 2016 Academic Term is December 6 

13th; AND 

WHEREAS, November 16th is a Wednesday and November 17th is a Thursday; 8 

THEREFORE BE IT 

RESOLVED,  that the 2016 Fall CSG Election dates shall be November 16th and 17th, 10 

2016.  

 12 
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